A PHASE 1 TRIAL OF IO-202, AN ANTAGONIST ANTIBODY TARGETING MYELOID CHECKPOINT LILRB4 (ILT3), AS MONOTHERAPY AND IN COMBINATION WITH PEMBROLIZUMAB IN ADULT PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED RELAPSED OR REFRactory SOLID TUMORS

Background Most patients with advanced solid tumors relapse after T-cell checkpoint blockade despite of immunotherapy becoming the mainstream with the approvals of T-cell checkpoint inhibitors. Myeloid checkpoint inhibition is a new approach to immunotherapy.

Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor subfamily B member 4 (LILRB4) is a myeloid checkpoint with its expression restricted to monocytes or monocyte-derived cells and in normal antigen presenting cells. LILRB4 functions as a negative regulator of immunity through interaction with its ligands, apolipoprotein E and fibronectin. Blockade of LILRB4 to block ligand interactions and inhibits the function of LILRB4. In vitro, IO-202 treatment of immune cells increases pro-inflammatory responses and enhances antigen presenting cell phenotypes. IO-202 has been studied at a first-in-human, phase 1 study in acute myeloid leukemia and chronic myelomonocytic leukemia patients (IO-202-CL-001) up to 30 mg/kg IV Q2W with no observed dose limiting toxicity (DLT), which provided sufficient data supporting the starting dose of 250 mg.

Methods This trial (NCT05309187) is a Phase 1, dose-escalation, dose-expansion, safety, and pharmacokinetic (PK) evaluation of IO-202 alone and plus pembrolizumab in patients with advanced solid tumors. Up to 36 patients will be enrolled in the dose-escalation portion (Part 1) and up to 168 patients will be enrolled in the dose-expansion portion (Part 2). IO-202 will be administered IV Q3W, with a 21-day DLT evaluation period. In Part 1, patients will be treated with increasing doses of IO-202 alone and plus pembrolizumab using the modified Toxicity Probability Interval method; the combination cohorts will start once the 1st monotherapy dose has cleared the DLT window and be conducted independently. In Part 2, patients will be treated with IO-202 RP2D plus pembrolizumab 200 mg IV Q3W.

The primary objective is to assess safety and tolerability of IO-202 alone and plus pembrolizumab in patients with advanced solid tumors, to estimate the maximal tolerated dose or maximum administered dose and select the recommended phase 2 dose (RP2D). Secondary objectives include characterizing PK for IO-202 alone or plus pembrolizumab; and assessing efficacy of IO-202 plus pembrolizumab in various solid tumors. Biomarker evaluation includes changes in immune cell markers, LILRB4 expression and receptor occupancy.

Statistical analyses will be descriptive. Tabulations will be produced for appropriate disposition, demographics, baseline characteristics, safety, PK, pharmacodynamic, and clinical activity parameters. To date, one patient has been treated with IO-202 without DLT.
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